The appearance of massless Dirac fermions in graphene requires two equivalent carbon sublattices of trigonal shape. While the generation of an effective mass and a band gap at the Dirac point remains an unresolved problem for freestanding extended graphene, it is well established by breaking translational symmetry by confinement and by breaking sublattice symmetry by interaction with a substrate. One of the strongest sublattice-symmetry-breaking interactions with predicted and measured band gaps ranging from 400 meV to more than 3 eV has been attributed to the interfaces of graphene with Ni and Co, which are also promising spin-filter interfaces. Here, we apply angle-resolved photoemission to epitaxial graphene on Ni (111) and Co(0001) to show the presence of intact Dirac cones 2.8 eV below the Fermi level. Our results challenge the common belief that the breaking of sublattice symmetry by a substrate and the opening of the band gap at the Dirac energy are in a straightforward relation. A simple effective model of a biased bilayer structure composed of graphene and a sublattice-symmetry-broken layer, corroborated by densityfunctional-theory calculations, demonstrates the general validity of our conclusions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The charge carriers in graphene exhibit linear quasirelativistic dispersion and form two conical bands and Ã that touch each other at the corners of the surface Brillouin zone and at one particular energy, referred to as the Dirac energy (E D ) [1] [2] [3] [4] . In freestanding graphene, charge neutrality aligns Dirac and Fermi energies, and a Fermi surface emerges, composed of only six points (3 Â " K and 3 Â " K 0 ) in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone. Because of this compact Fermi surface and a strong interplay between structural and electronic properties, graphene is extraordinarily promising for applications in electronic devices: Quantum mechanics dictates that the linear bands in the vicinity of the Dirac energy are very sensitive to external perturbations of the graphene lattice. For freestanding extended graphene, the generation of effective mass and band gap at E D is still unresolved [4, 5] but it is well established by the breaking of either translational symmetry by confinement [6] [7] [8] or of sublattice symmetry by interaction with a substrate [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . This dependence is strong and can be employed for steering the band gap and, in turn, for controlling electric transport. This idea, flavored by an exceptionally high mobility of the quasirelativistic charge carriers, has already led to the creation of ultrafast carbonbased transistors [17, 18] . In the present work, we question the widely acknowledged strength of the interrelation between band gap and symmetry breaking in epitaxial graphene and present two examples where such interrelation is missing.
Because of the honeycomblike atomic structure consisting of two equivalent sublattices A and B, the Hamiltonian for graphene acts on a two-component spinor É ¼ ðÉ A ; É B Þ:
The parameter Á stands here for the asymmetry of the electric potential on sites at carbon atoms of sublattices A and B [1, 4, 10, 12] . Should there be no asymmetry (Á ¼ 0), the solution of the Schrödinger equation implies a Dirac equation with linear conical dispersion EðkÞ ¼ k. In the opposite case, when A and B sites are inequivalent and Á Þ 0, the physical picture of massless relativistic quasiparticles is expected to break down and a band gap of size Á should open exactly at the Dirac energy. The breaking of A-B symmetry as the origin of the band gap in graphene is widely acknowledged [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The Dirac bands react very sensitively to a reduction of A-B symmetry. An example is the band structure of graphene placed on hexagonal boron nitride. Density functional theory (DFT) shows that, in the case of physisorption with a very large ( > 3 # A) interlayer distance, the weak sublattice asymmetry induces a substantial band gap in graphene at E D of >50 meV [11] .
There are systems in which the deterioration of the A-B symmetry is by far stronger than in the example given above. These are graphene on transition-metal substrates Ni(111) and Co(0001) [14, 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Surface lattice constants of graphene and fcc Ni and hcp Co are almost equal (mismatches of 1:2% and 1:9%, respectively). Such minor mismatches render in situ grown graphene in registry with these substrates. It has been noticed for Ni(111) that the graphene growth from the gas phase is a self-limiting process that terminates after a single graphene layer because of vanishing reactivity [24] . The crystal structures of both systems are well established by quantitative (I-V) low-energy electron diffraction [20] , scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [25] , and DFT [14, [25] [26] [27] and are nearly equivalent: Carbon atoms from sublattice A are placed on top of Ni (Co) atoms belonging to the topmost atomic layer of the substrate, while atoms from sublattice B are located between them above the substrate hollow sites [Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)]. In terms of the ABC notation for stacking [25] , such placement is referred to as the AC configuration. In view of the strong chemical interaction between graphene and Ni (Co) and the small (2:11 AE 0:07 # A [20] ) separation between them, the sublattice asymmetry is enormous. The nonequivalence of A and B sites is seen clearly in our STM images of graphene on Ni and Co in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). In fact, only one graphene sublattice is seen, resulting in a threefold instead of a sixfold symmetry. The reason for this effect is a strong variation of the local density of states between the sublattices due to the substrate. The fact that we observe threefold symmetric STM images at very low bias voltages (V t < þ20 mV) is remarkable and supports the AC configuration of stacking. Such proof has, e.g., succeeded with graphene on SiC [28] . The more symmetric BC configuration (where substrate atoms from the topmost atomic layer are located under the centers of graphene hexagons [29] ) can be ruled out, since, for such a structure, low-bias STM images show both graphene sublattices as equally intense [30] .
The AC configuration of stacking in combination with a strong interfacial chemical interaction plausibly suggests that graphene on fcc Ni and hcp Co must have a large band gap at the Dirac energy twice the size of the modulation potential. Indeed, the Dirac point has been reported to be destroyed [19] , and large band gaps of 0.4 to 0.8 eV for graphene on Ni(111) [14] and ) 1 eV for graphene on Co(0001) [19] have been predicted by DFT. With van der Waals corrections, the optimum interlayer distance between graphene and Ni(111) of 2.1 Å is confirmed and a band gap >3 eV is obtained [31] . While early angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiments of graphene on Ni(111) did not report a band gap between and Ã states at " K [24, 32] , recent experiments give different results. The interaction between graphene and Ni(111) can be strongly reduced by potassium intercalation [15] . For graphene on Ni(111) without the potassium, a tight-binding model has been fitted to the experimental data and shows a gap of 0.9 eV due to sublattice symmetry breaking [15] . A similar decoupling is achieved by intercalation of Al [33] , but, for graphene on Ni(111) without the Al layer, the Dirac cone has been reported not to be preserved but destroyed [33, 34] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, we accurately examine the electronic structure of graphene on Ni(111) and Co(0001) by means of ARPES and demonstrate that, despite a strong chemical interaction with the substrates (resulting in strong n doping and hybridization) and strong A-B symmetry breaking, the linear bands of Dirac fermions remain intact and no gap opens at the Dirac energy. Our observations strongly contradict the structural models established for graphene on fcc Ni(111) and hcp Co(0001) by theoretical and experimental studies in recent decades and prompt a fundamental question: Is sublattice symmetry breaking a sufficient condition for the band gap in substrate-supported graphene? Figure 2 shows the overall band structures of graphene grown on Ni(111) [ Fig. 2 Binding energy (eV) 
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ARPES characterization of the gapless dispersion through the " K point from " À. Overall band structures of graphene on (a) Ni(111) and on (b) Co(0001) measured along the ÀM and ÀK directions of the surface Brillouin zone. The insets on the right-hand side of (a) and (b) emphasize the gapless dispersion of the band at the " K point.
in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 (a) shows several constant energy surfaces sliced at various binding energies. At high binding energies, one notes characteristic triangular contours of the band that fit well with the tight-binding band structure of graphene [1] . At 2.8 eV, the conical band converges remarkably in one single spot (red arrow in Fig. 3 ) that corresponds to the Dirac point and indicates the presence of an intact Dirac cone. For lower binding energies <2 eV, no contours of the graphene band are seen, except for the 3d bands of Ni. Figure 3 (b) displays an isometric representation of constant energy surfaces with dispersions of the band and Ni 3d states, which are highlighted with lines. Full mapping for graphene on Co(0001) (not shown here) also reveals an intact Dirac point.
When the dispersion is sampled along the direction perpendicular to ÀK [p-ÀK: long-dashed green line in the middle layer of Fig. 3(b) ], the interference effects in the photoemission final state are equal and both sides of the Dirac cone appear. This direction is presented in Figs. 4(a)-4(d) for graphene on Ni(111) and in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) for graphene on Co(0001). In order to emphasize the dispersion, we show color plots of the second derivative @ 2 IðE; k k Þ=@E 2 of the photoemission signal. Stacked spectra in Fig. 4 represent raw data. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) report photoemission from graphene on Ni(111) acquired at h ¼ 62 eV. The intact Dirac cone is evident: Dispersion of the band is linear for binding energies higher than E D , and no band gap is seen at the Dirac crossing point, despite the broken sublattice symmetry of graphene. The Dirac energy is found at 2.84 eV, consistent with strong n doping. For binding energies lower than E D , the dispersion of the band is not linear anymore. Apparently, it becomes renormalized due to hybridization with 3d bands of Ni. This hybridization also leads to the formation of a hybridization band gap in the antibonding band Ã for binding energies less than 1.4 eV. This gap, which has been noticed in all previous studies [15, 24, 32, 34] , is, however, of trivial nature: It does not emerge at E D and is not related to the broken symmetry of graphene. Ni 3d Ni 3d
(a) In Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) , respectively. While the bulk Ni bands indeed disperse with k ? , the Dirac cone does not change, which means that the Dirac cone cannot be a Ni bulk feature.
High-resolution ARPES data for graphene on Co(0001) are shown in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) . Here, we also observe an intact Dirac cone, in spite of the broken A-B symmetry of graphene. The Dirac-point binding energy of graphene on the Co surface is almost equal to that from Ni: E 2 eV) , as compared to Ni(111). We can see that the Ã band is also linear, with a group velocity equal to the one of the band. Graphene on Ni and Co leads to perfect spin filters [14] . Indeed, Co has a large magnetic exchange splitting of 1.4 eV, on average, and the peak at 1.2 eV is assigned to minority spin since the majority-spin peaks are strongly broadened and usually difficult to observe. Such difference between minority and majority states means that, for higher binding energies than the hybridization point of 1.2 eV, the states of graphene are expected to become strongly spin polarized. One candidate for the corresponding Co majority-spin band is the weak band appearing around 2.0 eV, which hybridizes with the Ã band as well. This assignment is, however, not definite since the separation is much less than 1.4 eV.
Our main message is that, with the exception of the emergence of this hybridization gap in the Ã band that is well separated from E D and of the strong binding-energy shift, the band structures of graphene on Ni(111) and Co(0001) can be similar to those of freestanding graphene. The simplest explanation for the existence of intact Dirac cones is that in reality the sublattice symmetry in graphene on Ni(111) and Co (0001) of the sublattice symmetry is the BC configuration of stacking, which was already proposed by Rosei et [14, 20, 26, 27] in favor of AC stacking.
We took particular care to test how well graphene is in registry to Ni(111) in our samples. One might speculate that the small lattice mismatch of 1:2% between graphene and Ni may cause a long-range [order of pð100 Â 100Þ] moiré pattern, resulting in an effective cancellation of the sublattice-symmetry-breaking effect [36, 37] . Our samples have been extensively characterized by STM at an enlarged scale. One such measurement is shown in Fig. 5 (a) and reveals no moiré pattern corresponding approximately to a pð100 Â 100Þ superstructure. To exclude the possibility that such a moiré structure is not resolved because of poor lateral resolution of the STM tip, we have measured graphene on Ni(111) partially intercalated with Au [ Fig. 5(b) ]. One can see that the sharp pð9 Â 9Þ moiré pattern of graphene on Au/Ni(111) [21] is clearly resolved in graphene above Au while nonintercalated areas between Au islands remain structureless. Zooming the STM to atomic resolution over an arbitrary site of the nonintercalated area delivers an image with threefold symmetry like that in Fig. 1(a) , while a moiré superstructure would cause the periodic appearance of sixfold symmetry. Also, LEED patterns of graphene on Ni(111) do not indicate the presence of any moiré superstructure (down to 15 eV). We are able to conclude that our graphene samples are perfectly in registry with Ni(111). We have also verified that this structural coherence does not change with the temperature as no change in the Dirac point occurs by continuous cooling (down to 20 K) and warming up (to 400 K) of the samples.
We have also verified that our Ni (Co) samples bear only one graphene layer on top. The self-limitation of the chemical-vapor deposition (CVD) in ultrahigh vacuum by growth of a single layer of graphene is well established [24, 38] . One might speculate that a bilayer could emerge due to segregation of carbon from the substrate. In this case, the intact Dirac cones seen in ARPES would originate from the topmost layer, while the band structure of the underlying graphene layer can be destroyed by interaction with Ni (Co). There are two arguments against such a scenario. The first argument is that the strong n doping of the Dirac cone and its hybridization with Ni d states mean that the graphene layer with the Dirac cone has a direct interface to the Ni substrate. The second argument comes from an intercalation experiment comparing ARPES data from our graphene-on-Ni(111) samples to those from a control sample that carries few-layer graphene. As control sample, we have chosen Ir(111), on which a graphene trilayer has been fabricated by segregation of carbon [39] . The graphene overlayers of both samples have been decoupled from their substrates in an identical manner by intercalation of a Au monolayer [40] . Figures 5(c) and 5(d), respectively, display band structures of graphene-on-Ni and graphene-trilayer-on-Ir samples acquired by ARPES after intercalation of Au. For the control sample, a characteristic trilayer band structure is seen, while for the graphene on Au/Ni sample, only one Dirac cone is observed, which proves that graphene initially synthesized on Ni(111) is a monolayer.
III. THEORETICAL RESULTS
The coexistence of A-B symmetry breaking and intact Dirac cones can be analyzed by means of a simple and intuitive model valid in the vicinity of " K. By representing the top layer of the Ni (Co) substrate by a boron-nitridelike monolayer with boron sites occupied by Ni (Co) atoms and nitrogen sites by vacancies (V) [ Fig. 6(a) ], the simplest extension of the 2 Â 2 Hamiltonian (1) is the following 4 Â 4 Hamiltonian:
where s stands for Ni (Co). The graphene sheet and the top substrate layer (both with in-plane nearest-neighbor distance a) are in Bernal stacking with respect to each other, corresponding to the AC configurations observed by STM (Fig. 1) . The quantities C and s are related to the in-plane hopping parameters t C and t s for the graphene and substrate layers, respectively, via C ¼ represents hopping between the two layers. E C , E s , and E V are on-site energies. eW is an energy difference between the layers that, in a different experiment, could be associated with a bias voltage W. Depending on the values of the energy parameters, the Hamiltonian (2) leads to various qualitatively different band structures. A general observation is that, for a large energy difference eW (mathematically, jeW þ E C À E s j ) t 0 ), an almost vanishing gap ÁE [decreasing with jWj as t 02 =ðeW þ E C À E s Þ 2 ] separating almost linear dispersion branches is obtained, as illustrated in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) for W ¼ 0 and W ¼ À4 V, respectively, with typical values for the hopping and onsite energy parameters E C , E s , E V , t C , t s , and t 0 . For eW ÀjE C À E s j, the type of band structure shown in Fig. 6(c) is obtained. The almost-parabolic bands (green curves) are associated with the NiV (CoV) layer and the almost linear dispersions (red curves) with the graphene layer, reducing to parabolic (massive) and linear (massless) bands, respectively, in the case of the vanishing interlayer coupling t 0 . It is seen that a band gap opens at the Dirac point due to the influence of the boron-nitride-like layer that breaks A-B symmetry in the graphene layer. However, the case of the large energy difference eW [ Fig. 6(c) ] coincides very well with the experimentally observed dispersions (Fig. 4) , including the band gaps in the graphene sheet occurring far away from " K. Within our simple model, it follows that a large energy difference eW results in an arbitrarily small band gap and hyperboloidal bands arbitrarily close to Dirac cones in the energy spectrum of graphene on Ni(111) or Co(0001) surfaces.
As for physical mechanisms compatible with our simple four-band model, doping of the graphene layer by the metallic NiV (CoV) layer is a plausible candidate. In this scenario, strong doping corresponds to the large energy difference eW and is responsible for the experimentally observed Dirac conelike feature in the valence band. Another, less trivial, physical explanation for the nearly conserved Dirac cones relies on the hybridization of the Ni (Co) 3d bands with the C 2p z bands. We have investigated the latter possibility by means of DFT calculations, where we simulate graphene on Ni(111) by a slab consisting of 15 Ni layers with adsorbed graphene in the AC stacking configuration using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [41, 42] . (Further technical details of the DFT calculations have been given elsewhere [43] .) The band structure we obtain from our DFT calculations (Fig. 7) is, as such, in agreement with previous results [26, 27, 33, 43] .
However, one aspect has been overlooked, so far. There are two Dirac cones near " K: one above the Fermi level (E > 0) and one at E % À3 eV. Analyzing the band character of the Dirac feature near À3 eV in Fig. 7(b) , we find spectral weight in sublattice A (carbon atoms with a Ni atom directly underneath, red lines) predominantly at lower energies than weight from sublattice B [carbon atoms above a hollow site of the Ni(111) surface, green lines]: The red features are below the green feature at " K. This band structure indicates a certain breaking of the sublattice symmetry. At the Dirac point above the Fermi level, the same holds, but with the opposite sign of the sublattice symmetry breaking: For the Dirac point at E > 0, the red bands are above the green bands at " K. So, there is sublattice symmetry breaking that must stem from dynamic hybridization effects, as it changes sign with energy. Such dynamic effects can also explain the appearance of two Dirac cones at " K and trace back to the interaction of 3d states from the topmost Ni atoms with the graphene layer: For both Dirac cones, our DFT calculations reveal a significant admixture of 3d states from the topmost Ni atoms [ Fig. 7(c) ]. Well in line with the effective model of Eq. (2), the splitting between the two apparent Dirac points is much bigger than the gaps visible in each of the Dirac cones.
The Ni(111)-graphene system is C 3v symmetric, and the d z 2 orbitals of the Ni atoms directly underneath graphene sublattice A hybridize strongest with sublattice A carbon atoms. By symmetry, the Ni orbitals of E symmetry (d xy , d xz , d yz , and d x 2 Ày 2 ) cannot hybridize with the graphene sublattice A but only with sublattice B. Thus, the Ni d z 2 orbitals and the Ni orbitals of E symmetry play the role of boron and nitrogen, respectively, in the effective bilayer model, Eq. (2), which comes from dynamic hybridization in the more elaborated model. The symmetry arguments and the DFT calculations suggest a Hamiltonian describing graphene on Ni(111) through the coupling V 0 between the Ni d z 2 orbitals (A symmetry) and graphene sublattice A and V 00 between the E-type orbitals and sublattice B. The Hamiltonian (3) is formally already very close to Eq. (2). The major difference from Eq. (2) is that the Ni block in Eq. (3) is still a high-dimensional Hamiltonian encoding a continuum of bands coming from projecting out the k z crystal momentum of bulk Ni and that V 0 (V 00 ) are operators (block matrices) instead of simple numbers.
To arrive at a minimal model, we integrate out all but two Ni bands. These two Ni bands are chosen to qualitatively represent the Ni band structure in an energy window of experimental interest, which is here around the lower Dirac cone at E $ À3 eV. This integration leads to a hybridization self-energy AEðk; !Þ acting on the carbon p z electrons. Approximating the self-energy to be real and static, AEðk; !Þ ¼ diagðE C1 ; E C2 ; 0; 0Þ leads then to an effective Hamiltonian 
This Hamiltonian contains several gap-generating terms, e.g., due to E C1 À E C2 Þ 0, E AA ðkÞ Þ E EE ðkÞ, or ðE C1 þ E C2 Þ Þ ½E AA ðkÞ þ E EE ðkÞ. However, these different gapgenerating terms do not simply add up but can partially cancel each other, as we already learned from the discussion of the simple model (2). The energy difference eW in Eq. (2) resembles a term leading to doping of the graphene bands. However, Eqs. (2) and (4) are effective models that are applicable only in the energy region around the lower Dirac point, and all bands entering these models are of hybrid Ni-d and graphenecharacter. Thus, the effective model parameter W ¼ À4 V does not imply a correspondingly huge charge transfer from Ni to graphene but has to be understood as coming from the hybridization between the Ni 3d orbitals and graphene and as entering the model as a hybridization self-energy term.
IV. SUMMARY
Our results reveal that the structural and electronic properties of graphene chemisorbed on fcc Ni(111) and hcp Co(0001) substrates are in severe contradiction, based on current understanding. On the one hand, graphene grows in the asymmetric AC stacking configuration, which leads to strong breaking of sublattice symmetry. On the other hand, photoemission demonstrates that the bands of Dirac fermions remain fully intact, with linear dispersion preserved and with no band gap at the Dirac energy. With model calculations of very different degrees of complexity, we have demonstrated that effects that usually open a gap at the Dirac point can also have the adverse effect of closing it. In the particular case of graphene on Ni and Co, dynamical hybridization is identified as the underlying mechanism. [20] using propylene [23] . The structural quality of the samples has been tested with LEED and STM. For Ni(111), CVD results in a perfect pð1 Â 1Þ graphene structure without chiral dislocations. We have never seen any deterioration of the threefold symmetry of STM images [44] for varying conditions of the STM tip. For Co(0001), the CVD growth of graphene is less trivial. It always results in a small amount of additional rotational domains [23] , but the ARPES and STM data discussed for graphene on Co refer to the R0 phase that is in registry with the Co substrate. ARPES measurements have been performed at room temperature and low temperature, as indicated in the figures.
